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The Neighborhood Resource Center Coalition 
(N.R.C.C.) 

Information can enhance the leaders/zip capacztzes and 
effectiveness of citizens in bringing about community change. 
Access to information about approaches taken in one 
community can benefit citizens of another one and prove to be 
cost-effective, potentially saving a community hundreds of 
thousands of dollars in wasted effort and needless reinvention 
of the wheel. 

Comm·unity Networking 

The movement towards a community network for information sharing is 

illustrated well by Joan Durrance, author of several Community Information books. 

The following is an excerpt by Joan Durrance; 

There is general citizen apathy and frustration with democracy and politics. 

Yet in every community there are active citizen groups and non-profits 

attempting, at grass roots level. to solve problems. 

Citizen group leaders regularly solve community and societal problems.· In 

the process they identify problems, research them, develop strategies for 

responding to the problems or issue, take action, and work with and inform 

other citizens. Citizen _leadership can be enhanced through greater access to 

information. These leaders harness the strength of other citizen volunte·ers, 

ln(luence citizen opinion. work with government and corporate participants, 

and are trusted bv their constituents. 

Citizen leaders are_at a~disadvantage to big special interests in both the 

go·~~~~~t a~d corporate worlds. They encounter a range of barriers while 

trying to research the problems they seek to solve and in getting the 
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therefore are also at a disadvantage. The more difficulty citizens have getting 

information relevant, the more likely they will seek dysfunctional 

approaches to participation, hereby limiting their alternatives and ability to 
influence outcomes. 

Information for community problem solving isn't readily available. 

· Based on feelings and thoughts such as these, the Neighborhood Resource Center 

Coalition (N.R.C.C.) was formed and the project for a computer based information 

network was begun. 

Setting the Stage 

During the Spring and Summer of 1993 several neighborhood groups joined 

together as result of a string of Neighborhood Summits and formed the 

\Jeighborhood Resource Center Coalition (N.R.C.C.). The group describes itself as 

being a very loose coalition of six neighborhood groups. The mission of the 

:irganization is to coordinate and make available information that could be valuable 

:oats for community organizers and their communities. The· primary and most 

llndarnental reasons for creating the group however was to stop each neighborhood 

torn ··reinventing the wheel" each time they were faced with a new issue. The 

;-R.c.c. contemplated several options for the resource center and finallv decided 

hat the best and most efficient resource model would be a city wide neighborhood 
'as d 

e network of computers. 

Coinciding with these discussions was the creation of a freenet in the Twin 
'ir 

Ies area. L pon several meetings between the two groups, consensus was reached 
I I 

i cit the Twin Cities freenet (TCFN) would be the vehicle that the N.R.C.C. would l tiliie. 
t The concept of a freenet fit well with community involvement initiatives 
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therefore seemed like the most logical route to embark upon. TCFN is an 

independent agent in this project but seeks the support and usership of 

neighborhood groups. The concept of a freenet is appealing to neighborhood groups 

because it a cost free system and its grassroots and volunteer operations mask that of 

their organizations. 

The first freenet was developed in the mid to late 1980's in Cleveland, Ohio 

by Dr. Tom Gunder. Dr. Tom Gunder had originally set up a medical bulletin board 

as part of Case Western Reserve Cniversity's medical department called "St. 

Silicon's Hospital and Information Dispenser". This project proved extremely 

successful and attracted the liking of the telecommunications giants, AT & T and 

Ohio Bell. In July 1986 the Cleveland Freenet was opened to the public with 

additional areas of interest. Today, freenets are emerging worldwide with a growing 

group of users everyday. Initial startup costs are relatively high, with hardware and 

software expenses, but thereafter the costs are reduced to primarily administrative 

and personnel. Freenet administrators estimate that the first year costs would be 

approximately S215, 000 and the second year $180, 000. Second vear costs are 

primarily personnel expenses. 

These costs are certainly an issue to consider for the implementation of this 

project since the resource centers would be utilizing TCFN as an umbrella and 

gatewayto the information highway. Without TCFN funding the freenet might not 

exist for very long, hence a lost information gateway for the neighborhoods. 

Upon creating a viable model, a grant proposal was submitted to the PRO
/ 

>Jeighborhoods Program of the ~Hnneapolis Foundation. Due to political conflict 

within one of the organizations of the N.R.C.C. funding was not approved. At this 

time the N.R.C.C. hired a research assistant through the Center for Urban and 
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Regional Affairs to legitimize the need for a computer based information network. 

The research assistant was responsible for assessing the need for a computer based 

system as well as inventory the hardware and software capacity of the neighborhood 

organizations . 

. The Model Project 

The model project is based on six sites or hubs scattered around the city of 

\1inneapolis. Each site would serve several neighborhoods initially, with the 

potential of expanding to all neighborhood groups, St. Paul and surrounding 

suburbs. The si.x neighborhoods that make up the N.R.C.C. would serve as the six 

sites, they are, Corcoran, Hale Page Diamond Lake, Seward, Marcy Holmes, 

\Jortheast and Victory (see appendix A). 

The Neighborhood Resource Center Project 

Stakeholders 

In the debate on public access to information the list of stakeholders is 

extensive therefore I have narrowed the list of potential stakeholders to those 

groups and individuals who would be directly impacted by the N.R.C.C. . 

.\! eighborhood Organizations 

Neighborhood groups have the greatest interest in this project, since it 

benefits them the most. Access to information regarding government programs, 

possible solutions to particular problems/ issues would give neighborhood groups 

greater leverage in their fights and struggles in their urban environments. . 

>Jeighborhoods would also be better prepared for soliciting funding and cooperation 

from city organizations, which is always helpful to both parties. The ease and 
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availability of receiving informahon would make for a more efficient 

communication aHiance among organizations. The resource centers would not only 

be beneficial to neighborhood groups to receive information but also to transfer and 

disseminate information to members of the local and larger community. The 

availability of a computer network will enable org~nizers to post information on the 

system for all persons, thus freeing considerable travel and postage time for 

organizers to dedicate to research and other valuable activities. 

Tlze City of Minneapolis 

The vested interest of the City lies in the control and maintenance of power. 

The greater the asymmetry of power the stronger the influence and control of the 

City over neighborhood groups . .\'eighborhood groups are dependent upon the City 

and its resources to provide accurate and timely data about their neighborhoods 

hence, the asymmetry of information. The City also has a small stake in a loss ot 

revenues for certain data providing services, though these are negligible. However, 

with increased awareness and the movement towards an electronic information 

highway, City services will be forced to comply. The only obstacle that might pose a 

hindrance to a city wide network ~·ould be differing opinions as to what the 

network should look like and who should maintain it. This opposition may be 

limited to a few individuals at City Hall but overall support for a computer network 

would still be in place. 

Commercial Network Services 
I 

Co~mercial services would not be proponents of this type of service since it 

cuts into some of the services that they offer for a fee. They do not however pose a 

threat to the creation and implementation of a community network since the 
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market share that the community network would capture is very small and limited. 

Therefore opposition from this group would not be a obstacle. 

Specialty Bulletin Boards 

There are a variety of "specialty bulletin boards" available in the Twin Cities 

area, for example The United Way (volunteer services), DRAGnet (disability 

advocates), Jobless Refugees (support network for refugees in the Twin Cities), etc 

(see appendix B for an extensive listing of bulletin board services). "Specialty 

Boards" would be in favor of this project because having resources to a computer 

and modem with access to the internet and other services means increased 

membership to their activities which sometimes translates to increased revenues. 

This sector definitely represents support for a community information network. 

Sllburban .Veighborhoods 

With increased crime and urban problems facing the inner-ring suburbs 

tlccess to information about possible solutions and available resources would be an 

invaluable service to new community groups. Therefore, I foresee full support 

from suburban neighborhoods .. ..\ community network would also strengthen the 

relationship between the inner city and suburbs, forging greater cooperation and 

sharing of resources. 

Coinputer Companies 

Computer companies would definitely favor this project because there would 

be increased sales and hence profits. Competition among manufactures to supply 

neighborhood groups with their equipment benefit all parties, because each 

company would be vying for the business thus lowering costs to neighborhood 

groups. A definite plus to the success of the project. 
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U.S. West Telecommunications 

CS West would support this project because they would receive increased 

revenues from increased number of telephone lines that each resource center would 

utilize. .>Jo opposition from them. 

Analysis 

w1ethodology 

The purpose of this project was to assess th~ need, availability and capacity of 

neighborhood groups to be active on the information highway. The proJect was 

conducted in three phases; (i) identify major information resources, (ii) conduct 

survey of neighborhood organizations, and (iii) analysis of findings and 

identification of a viable computer network. In the phase one, several organizations 

were visited to assess their computing capacities as well establishing an ailiance 

between the public and private organizations. The tool developed to conduct phase 

two was a survey (app~ndix C). The survey was conducted by visiting each 

organization with the option of filing a write in survey or an electronic survey. The 

organizations were also given the opportunity to go through a demonstration of the 

TCFN prototype and other information servers. Phase three, the analysis of the 

survevs and identification of a viable network, was conducted simultaneouslv. It . / . 
was determined early in the project that the TCFN was the most suited option for 

the neighborhood organizations because of its grassroots structure and the 

determining factor of cost. During phase three, there was dose cooperation between 

TCFN and the N.R.C.C. to create the type of network determined by the surveys. 
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Finally, several local computer venders were solicited to determine the best and 

most cost effective system to be used. 

Data 

The data used in this analysis was extracted from the "1993 State of the City 

F eport" and data collected via the surveys. To set the context for this project 

general neighborhood characteristics and demo~raphics provide good descriptions 

fo r the establishment of the neighborhood resource centers. The following charts 

illustrate general characteristics of the t RCC compared with the city of 

\fi . neapolis. 

Chart 1 

Population Share by Proposed 
Resource Center .Sites 

C3 Resource 
Center Sites 

16% 

■ City of Mpls. 

Source: 
State ot the City 1993 
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Population distribution and composition is key in setting up the resource centers. 

The proposed sites comprise approximately 16% of the population in Minneapolis, a 

small proportion of the city, however, well distributed. The most southern resource 

centers may not contain the largest population but it does serve a large ring of outer

ring neighborhoods. The resource center proposed to be housed by the Northeast 

Reps captures a large population, northeast Minneapolis. Hence, as initial resource 

center locations these six neighborhoods are most suited. 

Chart 2 

Household Income for Areas with proposed 
Resource Centers 

11% 

4% 

4% 

501 
; 0 

fm HPDL* 

D Victorv 

8Seward 

~ Marcy Holmes 

IEB Corcoran 

■ Northeast Reps" 

Source: 
State of the Citv 1993 

This representation may be a little skewed because Northeast Reps and HPDL are 

coalition neighborhoods, that is, they represent several other neighborhoods. 

Therefore, some of the results would be exaggerated when contrasting these six 
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neighborhoods. However, it is still helpful to look at the economic breakdown of 

the neighborhoods to gauge the possible usership. That is, areas of higher income 

would tend to purchase their own computers and would probably use the system 

more often, but this may also mean that a resource center may not be crucial in such 

neighborhoods. Areas with lower incomes would probably benefit more from 

resource centers because of the availability of computers. This however, does not 

mean that higher income neighborhoods are without needs, resource centers would 

benefit all. 

Chart 3 

Median Household Income for the Citv of Minneapolis 
and the Resource Center Sites 

525,324 $27,093 

■ Resource Centers ~ City 

Source: 
State of the City 1993 
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Chart 3 shows the share of Median Household Income the resource centers would 

capture. In comparison with the City the resource centers are in better standing, 

this again is a bit biased because HPDL wit a low population has one of the highest 

median household incomes in the City thus biasing the resource centers. As 

described earlier the income distribution plays a critical role in the implementation 

of the project. 

Results and Findings* 

. • 15 of the 16 interviewed neighborhood groups displayed a positive interest. 

• 14 groups are willing to provide a statement of commitment and a letter of 

support for the creation of resource centers. 

• Approximately 93% of the groups have office space that could be used as 

resource centers. 

• 87% of the neighborhoods own computers. 

• 60% own modems. 

• Primary activity is word processing and databases. 

• Most organizations would require basic training with the use of modems 

and communications software. 

• All groups will need to purchase an additional telephone line. 

• Organizations are most interested in neighborhood information followed 

by published independent reports. 

• Organizations prefer most of the information they receive in an analyzed 

form, as opposed to raw data~ 
I 

• ,,The data is preferred at the city level followed by neighborhood and block 

categories. 

• Above all, neighborhoods want to play a large~ role in determining the 

future of their neighborhoods. 
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* See appendices D-I for individual charts and data. 

Feasibility and Limitations 

One of the objectives of the survey and project was to inventory the 

hardware, software and basic infrastructure of each organization. Based upon the 

costs of these issues and the real estate costs of setting up "resource centers·· a 

funding proposal will be written to the Neighborhood Revitalization Program 

(NRP) and several other funding sources. 

Although the resource centers are hoping to utilize the services of the freenet 

the fund raising efforts for TCFN and the resource centers are independent. See 

ilppendix J for a breakdown of the estimated costs of equipping each resource center 

u.dequately. The equipment that I have chosen, at the time of study, is the latest 

technology that would adequately satisfy the needs of the resource centers for the 

coming years with the a_dded capacity to upgra~e to newer technology and expansion 

of the system if necessary (see appendix K for computer system description). In the 

event that full funding does not come through the option of purchasing used 

equipment is also available at approximately 20% less than the cost of new 

equipment. _.\nother alternative is if all neighborhood groups offer financial 

support for this pilot project, each group could to contribute approximately $650 to 

establish the six pilot sites to make up the first year costs of running the resource 

centers. Financing of this project is key to its implementation. Along with financial 

support for this project, volunteer participation is essential. Volunteer support is 

crucial to making this a successful effort. Failure to receive volunteer efforts,might 

hinder the implementation and maintenance of the resource centers and freenet, 
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because labor costs to maintain this network would not make it feasible. Another 

important factor is the creation and existence of other resource and information 

providers. There might be the tendency for commercial services to become 

competitive and restrict access to information resources. This could potentially be 

detrimental to the freenet and neighborhood sharing activities. 

Recommendations 

Although this project did meet with some political opposition from political 

forces within city government early in the development stages, I believe that with 

the strong political support from the neighborhoods and the increased awareness of 

the potential that the information highway possesses, city government would be in 

support of this effort. This is also an opportune time to get financial assistance from 

federal resources, since the Clinton administration has created a task force to study 

the need for civic networking, called the National Infrastructure Initiative. This 

gateway has· potential neighborhood funding. Also important to note is that the 

telecommunications industry is currently being restructured and that after the next 

two years of restructuring there probably would not be another window of 

opportunity for about twenty years. It is essential that this project move ahead now, 

or we may never have community networking. 

As the research assistant hired to conduct this project I recommend two 

stages of strategy to implement this program. 

i. Those community organizations that have provided letters of support and 

those that have voiced support need to communicate to other. neighborhood 

groups the importance of this network The larger the coalition of 
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neighborhoods the greater the possibility of success on the project. To quote a 

great philosopher, 'Together we stand, divided we fall." 

ii. The N.R.C.C. should actively solicit funding sources from outside of 

local governmental programs. Private foundations and federally mandated 

programs are a great funding source. 

iii. The NRCC should work closely with other resource providers to avoid 

competition for information and duplication. 

Resource centers with computer networking are the best forms of community 

communication today, therefore it is essential that community organizations take 

t1dvantage of the NRCC and its efforts to link all neighborhoods. 
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Appendix C 

NEIGHBORHOOD RESOURCE CENTER COALITION 
CO~IPUTER NETWORK QUESTION AIRE 

l. Interviewers name please. 

2. Organization name. 

3. Does this organization represent other groups / organizations·? 

'._. 1. Yes (GO TO QUESTION 4) 
2. No 

SKIP TO QUESTION 5 

-+. Please list all organizations that may be represented by #2. 

5. Name of interviewee. 
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6. \Vhere are your organization meetings held? 

7. Does your organization have a central office location? 

i_: 1. Yes 
!_! 2.No 

8. Does your organization have a full time staff person or persons? 

i_, 1. Yes (GOTOQUESTION9) 
2.No 

SKIP TO QUESTION 10 

9. How many? 

10. Does your organization own a computer/s? 

_ 1. Yes (GO TO QUESTION 13) 
_ 2. No <GO TO QUESTION 27) 
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11. What type/s of computer/s do you have? 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

I_! 1. IBM 
LI 2. IBM Compatible 
LJ 3. Macintosh 
LJ 4. Other (GO TO QUESTION 12) 

SKIP TO QUESTION 14 

12. Please specify the type of computer! 

13. How many computers do you have? 
I 

SKIP TO QUESTION 11 

14. What is the primary use of the computer? 
1 CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

. !_. 1. Word Processing 
:_, 2. Desktop Publishing 
·_. 3. Communications 
'_, 4. Graphics 
i_'. 5. Databases ( mailing lists l 
'_: 6. Other (GO TO QUESTION 15) 

SKIP TO QUESTION 16 
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15. Please specify the primary use of the computer. 

16. What types of software packages are being used (please be specific)? 

17. Are there any periherals (printers. fax machines. modems. scanners. tape drives. etc.) 
attached to your computer? 

U 1. Yes (GO TO QUESTION 18) 
l_l 2.No -

SKIPT9 QUESTION 19 

18. Please list the type of perihera.l/s attached to your computer·? 

19. Is there a modem attached to your computer"? 

l__l 1. Yes ( GO TO QUESTION 20) 
I_! 2.No 

I SKIP TO QUESTION 32 

/ 



20. Is the modem used or operational? 

1-1 1. Yes (GO TO QUESTION 21) 
I_! 2.No 

SKIP TO QUESTION 32 

21. What software package is being used? 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

1-1 1. Procomm 
I_! 2. Z-term 
I_] 3. GEnie 
I_! 4. Kermit 
l_l 5. Prodigy 
I_! 6. CompuServe 
J_j 7. Wildcat 
L! 8. America Online 
I_! 9. Other (GO TO QUESTION 22) 

SKIP TO QUESTION 23 

Page5 

22. Please list other communication packages in use. 
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23. What types of services are being accessed via the modem? (Select all that apply) 
( CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

!_I l. Bulletin Boards 
l_l 2. Libraries 
Ll 3. Commercial networks 
l_l 4. Government services ( state. local) 
Ll 5. Other (GO TO QUESTION 24) 

SKIP TO QUESTION 25 

24. Please specify other services that are accessed. 

25. How often is this informanon accessed? 
1 CHECK ONLY ONE ANS\VER) 

i_[ 1. Daily 
i_l 2. Weekly 
]_j 3. Monthly 

26. Which types of information is accessed the most'? 

SKIP TO QUESTION 32 

2~; What form of office management is being used? 
/ -------------------------
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28. How are flyers. newsletters. minutes, and other office tasks produced and 
distributed? 

29. For what reason/s does the organization not own a computer? 

30. Do you think that the organization would benefit from having a computer? 

1. Yes 
:_ 2.No 

31. For what uses would a computer be most beneficial to the organization? 

32. Do you or any members of the organization have any experience with 
computers and/or computer networks? (Please describe) 
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33. What level of training would you anticipate the organiz.ation needing? 
(CHECK ONLY ONE ANSWER) 

I_] 1. Basic 
l_l 2. Mid-level 
!_] 3. Advanced 

34. If you do or did have access to a computer and a modem what types 
of information would you be most interested in accessing'? (select all that apply). 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

Ll l. Government publications 
1_· ! 2. Government postings/conferences 
l_l 3. Neighborhood group information and their activities 
1-1 4. Reports and publications on issues around the city or county 
I_! 5. Library resources and catalogs 
I_! 6. Specialty bulletin boards ( disability services. city services, 

volunteer activities) 
I_! 7. Databases - vital statistics. census information 
Ll 8. Other (GO TO QUESTION 35) 

SKIP TO QUESTION 36 

35. Please list other types of information that would be of interest 
and value to the organization. 

36. At what area/jurisdiction level data would you use and prefer? 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

I_! l. Block 
Ll 2 .. Neighborhood 
l_l 3. City 
l_j 4. County 

/U 5. State 
l_j 6. National 
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37. If vou were to have use for this kind/s of information. in what form would it be most prefered/used? 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

I_! 1. Raw data 
I_: 2. Compiled reports 
I_; 3. Analyzed data 
J_; 4. Abstracts (newspaper articles) 
L 5. Other (GO TO QUESTION 38) 

SKIP TO QUESTION 39 

38. Please specify 

39. How would this information most likelv to be used? 
1 CHECK ALL THAT APPL Yl . 

_ 1. On-line 
!_ 2. Print 
!_. 3. Download 

-l.O. How many telephone lines are there in your organization? 
·---

-+ 1. Please make any comments that you may feel would be helpful in this 
srudv. 
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42. That's all. Are there any questions you want to go back to? If 
yes press the Pg Up key to the panicular questions. If not. press 
PgDn. 
l_l 

43. Do you want to save this survey? 

I_! 1. Yes, save answers 
I_I 2. No. erase answers (GO TO QUESTION 44) 

SKIP TO QUESTION 45 

44. Are you sure that you want to erase this survey? 

I_! 1. No. do not erase these answers 
\_! 2. Yes. erase these answers 

45. Date survey completed ... 

l 9L;___;-LLI-LL! 
Year. Month Day 

... 
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Appendi>. G 

Types of Infor1nation Preferred by Neighborhood Groups 
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,.rypes of Information Preferred 
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Appendix K .. · 

•i:/ ··•·· /·.··•·· .:.• : /. •t>·•··•< ' .. : .>'~ 
,7 CQ~l aceaJu:kiwn tac tbe NBCC 

Monthly Office Costs Corcoran HPDL Seward Marcy Holmes Northeast Victory 

Rent $450.00 . $450.00 . $450.00 $450.00 

Utilities $70.00 • $70.00 . $70.00 $70.00 ,. 

Telephone(s) $102.00 $51.00 $102.00 $51.00 $51.00 $102.00 

Fax line $35. 00 $35.00 $35.00 . $35.00 $35.00 

Voice mail $15.50 . $15.50 • • $15.50 

Total for 1 month $672.50 $86.00 $672.50 $51.00 $606.00 $672.50 

Annual $8,070.00 $1,032.00 $8,070.00 $612.00 $7,272.00 $8,070.00 

Equipment Costs 
Computer $1,300.00 $1,300.00 $1,300.00 $1,300.00 $1,300.00 $1,300.00 

Modem/Fax · $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 

Keyboard $70.00 $70.00 $70.00 $70.00 $70.00 $70.00 

14" Monitor $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 

Laser Printer $500.00 $500.00 $500.00 $500.00 $500.00 $500.00 

Software $300.00 $300.00 $300.00 $300.00 $300.00 $300.00 

Installation $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 

Shelving equipment $200.00 $200. 00 $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 $200.00 

Office supplies $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 $150.00 
Total equipment costs $3,020.00 $3,020.00 $3,020.00 $3,020.00 $3,020.00 $3,020.00 

Total Cost by Neighborhood# $11,090.00 $4,052.00 $11,090.00 $3,632.00 $10,292.00 $11,090.00 

TOT AL COST/Neighborhood 
First . year · •···· ::• .· 

$11,090.00 $4,052.00 $11,090.00 $3,632.00 $10,292.00 $11,0QO.OO 
Second Year $8,070.00 $1,032.00 $8,070.00 $612.00 $7,272.00 $13,070.00 

STARTUP PROJECT COST $51,246.oo I 

· Denotes existing infrastructure 
!I Denotes total cost of equipment and office costs for 12 months 

§ >-I g 



Appendix L 

RECOMMENDED COMPUTER SYSTEM 

c_oMPUTER 
• 486DX2 50mhz (Intel CPU) 

• 4 Meg Ram 

• 256kCache 

• 420 MB Hard Drive 

• 1 X 3.5" Floppy Drive 

• l X 5.25" Floppy Drive 

'14" SVGA Monitor 

• 14.4 Fax/Data Modem 

• Windows 3.11 for work groups ( more efficient than older versions) 
·, Dos 6.2 

'Keyboard 

· Mouse 

tQT AL: S 1.603 

~NTER 

'Okiciata OL 4DOe Laser Printer . 

'Printer Cable 

tOT AL: S509 

StsrnM TOTAL: $2,112 

~ 

five Year Warranty with one year on-site assistance. 




